Nanoparticle-based therapeutics are poised to play a critical role in treating disease. These complex multifunctional drug delivery vehicles provide for the passive and active targeted delivery of numerous small molecule, peptide and protein-derived pharmaceuticals. This article will first discuss some of the current state of the art nanoparticle classes (dendrimers, lipid-based, polymeric and inorganic), highlighting benefits/drawbacks associated with their implementation. We will then discuss an emerging class of nanoparticle therapeutics, bacterial outer membrane vesicles, that can provide many of the nanoparticle benefits while simplifying assembly. Through molecular biology techniques; outer membrane vesicle hijacking potentially allows for stringent control over nanoparticle production allowing for targeted protein packaged nanoparticles to be fully synthesized by bacteria.

Nanoparticles as therapeutics

There are many different types of nanoparticles that have been adapted for therapeutic use aiding in the delivery of small molecules, contrast agents, peptides, vaccines and proteins [1–4]. Nanoparticles are attractive delivery vehicles since they can be produced from many different materials and can be formed in a wide range of sizes exhibiting diverse active and passive targeting capabilities [5]. For these reasons nanoparticles are being utilized for a number of different therapeutic and medical diagnostic applications including cancer treatments, imaging tools, antibacterial agents and gene delivery vehicles, just to name a few [6–8]. Properties that an ideal therapeutic nanoparticle should exhibit can be found in Box 1 [9].

Nanoparticles can be used to deliver therapeutics in a variety of different ways either by encapsulation of a therapeutic agent within its core or through conjugation of a therapeutic agent to its exterior surface. Encapsulation of a therapeutic agent provides protection from proteolytic cleavage and immune recognition and generally improves the stability of compounds allowing for increased circulation times and larger amounts of active drug being delivered to its intended target [10]. Outside facing targeting moieties provide for multivalent target–nanoparticle interactions to improve targeting specificity and avidity [11]. High avidity display of enzymes on a nanostructure may also enhance enzymatic activity in addition to improving avidity of the nanoparticle for its target [12]. The addition of surface-associated therapeutic agents allow for release of the active pharmaceutical agent while also not requiring opening of the nanoparticle, or diffusion from the nanoparticle core. However, the slow release capabilities associated with diffusion from within the nanoparticle core, or via hydrolyzable linkers, have also been utilized as a means of modulating pharmacokinetics (PK) and pharmacodynamics (PD) to reduce the need for frequent dosing of the therapeutic [13,14].

In many instances both interior loading and exterior targeting capabilities can be utilized simultaneously to create multifunctional nanoparticles that both selectively target a specific disease population and deliver a payload of encapsulated drug/protein to locally treat the disease [15].
Therapeutic nanoparticles can be divided into four primary classes: dendrimers, lipid-based nanoparticles, polymeric nanoparticles and inorganic nanoparticles (Figure 1). These nanoparticle classes can then be divided further based on their material composition, size and function. Nearly all nanoparticle types can be fabricated across a wide size range from 10s to 100s of nanometers in diameter to meet the targeting and drug delivery needs of each unique therapeutic application. There also exist many other nanoparticle types, such as nanocrystals, nanoshells, fullerenes and multi-composite materials, which can be difficult to classify [17]. Each type of nanoparticle has its own set of benefits and drawbacks for use, making the selection of a particular class of nanoparticle extremely application-specific. This list of nanoparticles and the following descriptions are not intended to be exhaustive but rather an informative selection of a range of nanoparticle types and uses to demonstrate their complexity and some of their current capabilities.

Dendrimers are highly branched, highly uniform nanoparticles that are classified based on their number of generations, indicated by the number of times a single arm branches, which is also a measure of its size [18]. As an example, a fourth generation dendrimer made from a trivalent initiator, generation 0, will undergo four serial branching events making for a total of 48 terminal functional groups. The chemistries utilized to grow higher generation dendrimers are exceptionally efficient allowing for a high level of uniformity resulting in spherical and symmetrical dendrimers. The monodisperse nature of dendrimers allow for extremely tight control over functionalization and the resulting release and targeting characteristics make them especially well suited for therapeutic delivery applications [19]. However, there can be issues regarding clearance of the nanoparticles once all of the therapeutic agent has been released due to the relatively chemically resistant and typically nonbiodegradable backbone of the dendrimer [20].

Polymeric nanoparticles can be further split into three primary categories of crosslinked or biodegradable polymers and pegylated proteins [21-23]. Both crosslinked and biodegradable polymeric nanoparticles can be synthesized through a variety of methods that include polymerization reactions, emulsification, nanoprecipitation or solvent evaporation [24]. While the resulting nanoparticles can be fabricated of similar sizes and relative compositions as dendrimers, they lack the tight regulation over the number of generations associated with dendrimer synthesis making polymeric nanoparticles significantly more polydisperse. There also exist naturally occurring biodegradable polymers such as collagen and chitosan which have recently become more clinically prevalent [25,26].
While there are now a handful of US FDA-approved synthetic and naturally occurring polymers, the most widely known biodegradable polymers remain poly(lactic acid) and poly(glycolic acid) [27]. Biodegradable polymers are unique since they degrade into their relatively inert subunits over a very predictable time period, providing for controlled therapeutic release kinetics as well as easy biological clearance post delivery [28]. Crosslinked polymers are made of nonbiodegradable subunits and result in similar limitations and clearance issues as dendrimers. Polymers are also utilized to modify proteins and nanoparticle surfaces to improve in vivo stability. The addition of a single or multiple polyethylene glycol chains, also known as pegylation, to therapeutic proteins has become common practice and is used to improve circulation times by reducing host recognition of the foreign proteins [22]. This relatively simple technique can be utilized to tune half life effectively reducing the necessary dosing frequency needed to maintain therapeutic efficacy [29].

The inorganic nanoparticle category can also be further split into a number of subgroups that include quantum dots, nonmagnetic and magnetic nanoparticles, iron oxides and various doped nanoparticles [30–32]. Inorganic nanoparticles have primarily been used clinically as topical therapeutics and contrast agents allowing for visualization of anatomical structures under advanced imaging techniques such as MRI, ultrasound, CT and other radiological tools [15,33]. If administered without prior surface functionalization, nearly all inorganic nanoparticles display cellular toxicity limiting their unmodified use [34]. Since their initial development, many approaches have been developed to coat inorganic nanoparticles endowing them with similar targeting and therapeutic drug loading characteristics as other nanoparticle classes while maintaining their imaging capabilities [35]. Their inherent toxicity has also been utilized for therapeutic applications to kill targeted cell populations but due to their nonbiodegradable inorganic core, there still remain issues regarding the biological clearance of the nanoparticles [36,37].

Lipid-based nanoparticles can be further divided into liposome and micellar nanoparticles. The primary difference between liposomes and micelles being that liposomes are comprised of a lipid bilayer that encapsulates an aqueous core whereas micelles do not possess a bilayer and have a hydrophobic core made up of the lipid tails. Liposomes, 30–500 nm in diameter, are therefore capable of delivering large hydrophilic molecules within their interior or conjugated to their surfaces. It is not surprising that liposomes are an attractive nanoparticle platform since they allow for the delivery capabilities of targeted therapeutics with either hydrophobic small molecules loaded within the lipid bilayer or hydrophilic small molecules and large proteins encapsulated within its aqueous core [38]. The hydrophobic interior, and relatively small size of micelles (~15 nm), only allows for encapsulation of hydrophobic small molecules but is not amenable for the loading of proteins or hydrophilic small molecules within its lipid core. Many lipid-based nanoparticles also self assemble and their lipid subunits can be carefully selected to eliminate any nanoparticle clearance issues as the nanoparticles themselves can be made from the same endogenous lipids found within the body.

Clinical implementation
These intricate multifaceted nanoparticles facilitate the creation of complex drug delivery systems that demon-
strate clinical efficacy well beyond traditional therapeutics allowing for unique disease treatments that were previously impossible to attain. Due to the exceptional diversity across different classes of nanoparticles and varied applications, the FDA has struggled to create a standard set of guidelines for nanoparticle therapeutic approvals. This has historically made attaining FDA approval for these treatments exceedingly difficult as each nanoparticle therapeutic essentially requires its own unique approval pathway [39]. Despite this fact, there were approximately 23 nanoparticle-based treatments that had gained FDA approval as of 2012 [7]. Nearly half of the approved therapeutics are lipid-based micelles or liposomes as they have been the most widely studied and offer exceptional PK and PD with limited biological clearance issues [40,41]. The remaining approved nanoparticles are dominated by polymeric-based therapeutics, primarily comprised of pegylated proteins, but representatives from nearly all of the nanoparticle classes, including gold nanoparticles and nanocrystals, are also present.

The most widely known FDA-approved nanoparticle therapeutic is Doxil, which is a doxorubicin-loaded stealth liposome used to treat ovarian cancer and multiple myeloma, with annual sales of approximately US$500 million as of 2013 [7]. By sequestering the doxorubicin within a liposome, the negative side effects associated with off target cell death from this chemotherapeutic agent can be reduced allowing for more selective targeting and a therefore more effective treatment of the disease [11]. In 1995 it was the first nanoparticle-based chemotherapeutic formulation to be approved by the FDA for the treatment of cancer. Relatively few nanoparticle therapeutics are currently approved for clinical use compared with the number of traditional small molecule therapeutics that are FDA approved. With that said we should expect to see many more FDA-approved nanoparticle-based therapeutics as there is an ever increasing list of nanoparticle therapeutics actively seeking approval and countless more that exist in preclinical and early-stage development to address unmet clinical needs (Figure 2).

**General nanoparticle hurdles**

With the added capabilities of targeted multifunctional nanoparticles, there also come many issues. Things to consider when deciding to develop a nanoparticle-based therapeutic include manufacturing complexity, cost, toxicity, intra-batch uniformity, inter-batch variation, synthetic yield, characterization/validation techniques, scalability and shelf life/stability [9,42]. These are just a few of the critical characteristics that each class of nanoparticle must address in order to develop less expensive and more robust protocols to make clinical implementation a more accessible reality. Each type of nanoparticle has its own set of complexities with certain classes of nanoparticles being more easily adaptable, and therefore more attractive than others, for therapeutic applications allowing them to remain clinically dominant [43].

**Therapeutic liposome production**

Liposomes are of particular clinical importance as they can be made from naturally occurring lipids which eliminates many issues associated with immune activation, clearance or toxicity against the vehicle itself [44]. They also allow for numerous loading strategies that include conjugating functional targeting moieties to their exterior surface, loading hydrophobic and insoluble drugs within their lipid bilayer or loading hydrophilic therapeutics and proteins within their aqueous core. Liposomes are essentially the only nanoparticle class that can carry proteins internally. All of these capabilities make liposomes an attractive therapeutic nanoparticle delivery platform yet they are not without fault.

To demonstrate this we will discuss the necessary workflow to produce a representative protein loaded, targeted, stealth liposome (Figure 3). Liposomes are typically comprised of a combination of lipids mixed at desired mole ratios. For stealth targeted liposomes, one of the lipid components must be functionalized with polyethylene glycol and another lipid component must either be preconjugated to a targeting moiety or the targeting moiety can be conjugated post-liposome formation [45,46]. This targeting moiety can range from a small molecule or peptide to a full-length protein such as an antibody. Both the targeting moiety and the protein being loaded into the aqueous interior of the liposome must be produced separately. In the case of a peptide targeting ligand, solid-phase peptide synthesis is the most common synthetic technique that is utilized and requires separate production, purification and characterization. Recombinant protein expression for either a protein-based targeting moiety or the internally loaded protein requires its own unique set of molecular biology, purification and characterization techniques. Once all of the individual components have been made and validated separately the final liposome therapeutic can then be produced by either an extrusion process carried out at temperatures above the lipid phase transition temperature, sonication or by reverse-phase evaporation. Proteins are incapable of passively crossing the lipid bilayer due to their exceptionally large size and therefore must be incorporated into the lipid solution used to form the liposomes in order to be encapsulated within the
Figure 2. Current and emerging targets for nanoparticle delivery platforms. Treating each type of disease comes with its own unique set of challenges making pharmacological target selection, drugs being delivered, imaging capabilities, pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic critical components that directly impact which nanoparticle platform is best suited for each disease application. Identified above are some therapeutic indications in which nanoparticle-based treatments may provide improved patient outcomes through reducing off-target toxicity by transporting pharmaceutical agents to specific biological compartments or cell types.

COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
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aqueous core. The final combination therapeutic nanoparticle must itself be purified and undergo its own set of unique characterization techniques prior to clinical use.

Liposome hurdles

As outlined above there are major hurdles associated with using liposomes as they are exceptionally expensive to produce since they require complex production, purification and characterization techniques. Since many of the liposome and protein components must be produced separately and then packaged and purified there are many issues associated with inefficient and inconsistent loading of proteins and small molecules within each liposome and inconsistencies in the number of targeting moieties present on the surface of each liposome [47]. There are also issues associated with the inactivation of targeting moieties and payload proteins due to exposure to the harsh conditions necessary to form the liposomes themselves. Enzymes can be particularly sensitive to inactivation at the high temperatures used for liposomal extrusion, multiple freeze thaw cycles or from exposure to organic solvents. Each additional cycle of fabrication, purification and characterization results in increased cost, reduced yields and increased complexity making these
liposome-based therapeutics exceptionally difficult to produce. With that said, there has been a concerted effort to address each of these hurdles and extensive progress has been made to make this type of advanced nanoparticle therapeutic more clinically accessible [48,49]. Developing an orthogonal system to produce multifunctional lipid-based nanoparticles that eliminates numerous steps from the current liposome production process would be greatly beneficial. Methods of producing proteoliposomes through hijacking bacterial vesicle formation offers unique opportunities to address many of the production and packaging issues associated with liposome production to create complex, inexpensive nanoparticle therapeutics of the future.

Bacterial vesicles
As a natural phenomenon, both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria release OMVs at various stages of growth, under diverse environmental conditions, or in response to chemical signals (Figure 4A) [50]. These small approximately 30–200 nm vesicles are comprised of lipids, proteins and polysaccharides and carry various cargo (Figure 4) [51,52]. The reason that bacteria secrete these proteoliposomes is largely unknown but they have been implicated in cell–cell communication and gene transfer [53–55], delivery of toxins and virulence factors [56,57], and host defense mechanisms [58], and often are implicated in increased bacterial infection rates in pathogenic bacterial strains. The functional conditions and mechanisms for OMV production can be highly varied between bacterial species making discovery of conserved formation and packaging pathways difficult to determine. For the purpose of this discussion we will focus only on OMVs produced from Gram-negative bacteria as this class of bacteria includes the most common laboratory strains of *Escherichia coli*.

Though bacterial OMVs have been studied for decades, the variability in OMV composition between bacterial species has inhibited elucidation of a well-defined biosynthetic pathway. OMVs are released from the bacterial outer membrane (OM) and as such have a similar protein, lipopolysaccharide (LPS), and lipid composition as the parental cell membrane. Proteomic analysis of OMVs for *E. coli* has shown a high abundance of OM and periplasmic proteins as well as some inner membrane and cytoplasmic
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Figure 3. Production steps to synthesize, assemble and purify a stealth-targeted protein-loaded liposome. Step 1: each component of the liposome must be synthesized and purified separately: bulk lipid (A), PEG-conjugated lipid (B), recombinant protein being packaged (C) and the targeting ligand (D). Step 2: components (A) through (C) are mixed and liposomes are formed via extrusion, sonication, freeze thaw cycles or reverse-phase evaporation to make (E). Step 3: any unpackaged protein must then be removed in a purification step. Step 4: the resulting liposome is then incubated with the targeting ligand (D) and crosslinking reagents to conjugate to the liposome surface to make (F). Step 5: the liposome must then undergo another purification cycle to remove any remaining crosslinking reagents as well unconjugated targeting ligand.

PEG: Polyethylene glycol.
proteins within OMVs [59,60]. Proteomic comparison of OMVs to the cellular membrane and to the periplasmic space suggest that some packaging mechanism is employed for OMV loading since the protein composition does not proportionally correlate to protein abundance in either the OM or periplasmic space [59,61]. While the machinery involved in the packaging process has yet to be fully identified there are many known proteins that are present in high abundance in OMVs providing for numerous targets for synthetic modification to allow for controlled packaging of proteins of interest for therapeutic applications.

**Bacterial vesicles as a therapeutic agent**

The use of proteins expressed by bacteria as pharmaceutical agents began with the FDA approval of Humulin (1982), an E. coli-produced insulin used to treat Type I and Type II diabetes, opening the door for other bacterial-produced insulin formulations such as Humalog [62]. While bacteria have been utilized to produce many peptides and proteins, bacterial vesicles themselves have largely not been utilized as therapeutic agents and their development as such has been extremely limited. OMVs are, however, an attractive platform for nanoparticle synthesis of targeted protein encapsulated liposomes as the molecular machinery necessary to produce them has already naturally been fully developed by the bacteria. Additionally, numerous molecular biology tools for recombinant protein expression in bacteria are readily available providing avenues of producing and targeting proteins of interest to the periplasmic space and OM to drive OMV encapsulation. With slight modifications to these established protocols, the bacteria can be programmed to export and package recombinant proteins, either free or bound, to the inner or outer surfaces of the vesicle walls similar to liposomes. With the vast array of molecular tools for bacterial expression of recombinant proteins, the combinations of proteins, peptides and nucleic acids that can be packaged within OMVs are nearly limitless.

As previously stated, the pathway for OMV formation and packaging has yet to be elucidated. In an attempt to circumvent the lack of knowledge regarding the packaging mechanisms, researchers have tried to load OMVs simply by flooding the periplasmic space with the protein of interest [63] or through *in vitro* loading of nucleic acids via electroporation [64] (Figure 5). While periplasmic loading with recombinant proteins has been shown to be successful by Kesty et al., in some cases this method is inefficient and cannot be applied across all recombinant proteins [63]. As was shown in the Lee et al. proteomic studies, periplasmic proteins are not necessarily packaged into OMVs based solely on abundance [59]. Therefore, while some examples of protein loading within OMVs have been reported, utilizing these methods offer no avenue of ensuring OMV loading and provide no method for separating ‘filled’ versus ‘empty’ OMVs. To utilize protein packaged OMVs as a therapeutic the packaging efficiency must be more strictly regulated.

Rather than focus on overproduction of a protein of interest, a potentially better approach is through direct anchoring of recombinant proteins to the OM itself. Two methods of OM anchoring that have seen some success, developed for nontherapeutic purposes, have been the inclusion of a lipid functional group attached to the target protein that drives membrane tethering or fusion of the target protein directly to a transmembrane OM protein [65,66]. Either method serves as an effective method of anchoring recombinant proteins to the bacterial OM (Figure 5). While these methods may improve loading efficiency and subsequent abundance of recombinant proteins in the OMVs, a method of separating empty and filled OMVs will still be required. This will be particularly necessary for the development of OMV therapeutics to allow for precise quantitation of the loaded protein for dosage calculations. This issue has not been addressed to date but may be best addressed by linking an exterior-facing epitope tag in addition to the recombinant payload protein. Subsequent affinity purification utilizing the epitope tag would provide a rapid avenue for separation and concentration of functional protein-loaded OMVs over empty OMVs. Research utilizing OMVs as therapeutic agents is still in its infancy and issues such as these will have to be addressed as the field matures.

Among other things, OMVs are believed to be involved in both the delivery of toxins and for cellular communication between bacteria within a biofilm. To facilitate targeted delivery of both signal molecules and toxins, OMVs present small peptide sequences that serve as ligands that bind cellular receptors present on target cells. Following the models of nature, the exterior of OMVs can be modified with targeting ligands through either molecular techniques or through *in vitro* conjugation strategies. Molecularly,
transmembrane and other surface-exposed proteins can be manipulated to encode specific peptide sequences known to direct bacterial vesicles to target cells or tissues. Kesty et al. showed that OMVs presenting the Ail peptide of *Yersinia pestis* on their surface could deliver green fluorescent protein to eukaryotic cells *in vitro* (63). Similarly, Gujrati et al. produced vesicles with an anti-HER2 affibody expressed on its surface and showed that OMV cargo could be selectively delivered to tumor cells [64]. In addition to direct multivalent presentation of targeting moieties on the OMV surface, the abundance of OM proteins with exterior facing domains offer numerous avenues for engineering bioorthogonal tags and functional groups that can subsequently be targeted for *in vitro* conjugation or provide various OMV purification options [67,68].

While only theoretical at this point, production of therapeutic OMVs would follow a simplified workflow compared with a similar synthetic liposome. Once a bacterial strain and expression system has been developed, the recombinant protein expression would be largely ‘plug-and-play’ for simple therapeutic proteins. Recombinant protein and OMV production can be strictly regulated and induced through any of several chemical (IPTG, arabinose, rhamnose, among others) or environmental (heat, cold, light, among others) conditions. The bacteria would synthesize and package the bulk membrane lipids, the externally facing targeting ligands and the encapsulated protein of interest eliminating multiple purification and synthetic steps associated with manufacturing a comparable liposome-derived therapeutic nanoparticle. Fully assembled exported OMV nanoparticles can then be purified directly from the culture medium, eliminating laborious cellular purification protocols and allowing for removal of a large number of contaminating substances in a single filtration step (Figure 5). A comparison of the benefits and drawbacks associated with selection of each nanoparticle class, including OMVs, can be found in Table 1. Current OMV purification methods rely on ultracentrifugation which is a time intensive process, however, this purification technique can be circumvented through the development of alternate filtration and affinity purification protocols [69]. OMVs, as with all recombinant therapeutics, would be subjected to stringent quality control methods to ensure removal of bacterial DNA and contaminating proteins prior to clinical use.

**Bacterial vesicle hurdles**

While bacterial vesicles as therapeutic agents are very attractive, they come with their own set of complexities...
when considering clinical implementation. One of the primary hurdles is the potential immunogenicity issue associated with the LPS and the presence of foreign proteins incorporated within the OMVs. The immunogenic issues associated with the LPS have already been investigated and there exist known LPS variants that have reduced or removed the immunogenicity of bacterial OMVs [70]. It should be noted, however, that in some instances immune activation can be highly beneficial as it provides for endogenous clearance of targeted cells of interest. Modulating immune activation, and packaging specific proteins of interest, may also allow OMVs to be utilized as a unique vaccine development and delivery vehicle.

Hijacking bacterial vesicle production will still require the use of complex nanoparticle purification and characterization techniques [71]. The purification process for the formed OMVs will not be that dissimilar to that of the final formed liposome therapeutic described above. Important things to consider for OMV use as a therapeutic is the removal of any genetic material or other nonencapsulated bacterial components present in the growth media. There already exist common methods for this as all recombinant therapeutic proteins must undergo a similar purification process. Other, not so easily surmountable, purification issues exist regarding the removal of bacterial proteins that are passively packaged within the vesicle or bound to the vesicle surface. For some applications these proteins may not be an issue from the perspective of immunogenicity but gaining FDA approval for such a therapeutic may be difficult due to potential consistency and purity issues. However, as the therapeutic OMV production process will utilize common laboratory strains that are maintained under highly controlled conditions, careful selection of an expression system, and through the development of highly mutated bacterial strains, much of the composition of the OMV proteins can be removed, modified or replaced with less immunogenic components.
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Advanced capabilities of bacterial vesicles

Bacteria offer a well-developed platform for the production of therapeutics and novel reagents. The E. coli genome has been mapped in its entirety and there is already a vast suite of extrachromosomal DNA plasmids available for protein expression. Large-scale fermentation production systems and chemostat growth techniques are also well documented allowing for easily scalable bacterial growth and OMV recovery. By employing the cellular machinery of the bacterium, complex processes such as multiprotein packaging within OMVs, gene delivery and incorporation of targeting moieties, can readily be accomplished.

Simultaneous delivery of two or more proteins or enzymes to a target cell or tissue could prove beneficial in applications such as repairing biosynthetic pathways of anabolism/catabolism in target cells or removing bacterial or viral intracellular pathogens through synergistic avenues of attack. Creative molecular techniques could readily be employed to allow for the simultaneous packaging of two or more proteins in OMVs. This process would be similar to the work of Patterson et al. where protein–protein interactions were exploited to package three recombinant proteins in a P22 viral capsid [72]. Similar techniques have been employed for sequestering proteins to the bacterial OM, utilizing paired alpha-helical fusions, split inteins or other known protein–protein interactions that would facilitate directing multiple components to the bacterial OMV. Fusion of a bacterially produced protein to the bacterial outer membrane through an engineered linker drives packaging of the protein of interest within OMVs and can also be designed to selectively release the encapsulated proteins via hydrolyzable linkers sensitive to various conditions such as fluctuations in pH or by incorporating known proteolytic cleavage peptide sequences recognized by endogenous enzymes.

While bacteria are capable of synthesizing and folding many complex proteins there are some small

Table 1. Nanoparticle delivery platforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nanoparticle class</th>
<th>Subcategories</th>
<th>Primary uses</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Drawbacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dendrimers</td>
<td>Generation no. subunit material</td>
<td>Controlled release of small molecules</td>
<td>Stable monodisperse nanoparticles</td>
<td>Biological clearance issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipid-based</td>
<td>Liposomes</td>
<td>Hydrophilic/hydrophobic small molecule and protein encapsulation, chemotherapeutic drug delivery</td>
<td>Amenable to deliver nearly any therapeutic; stabilizer for insoluble therapeutics; limited clearance issues</td>
<td>Complex synthesis; limited stability, shelf life and storage options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymeric</td>
<td>Crosslinked</td>
<td>Small molecule delivery and sustained release, improved circulation time for pegylated proteins/nanoparticles</td>
<td>Easily scalable synthesis, incorporation of many functional groups</td>
<td>Polydisperse nanoparticles with limited protein delivery options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biodegradable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coblock polymers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pegylated proteins</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inorganic</td>
<td>Metallic</td>
<td>Contrast agents for in vivo imaging and topical treatments</td>
<td>Stable nonbiological materials that exhibit unique physical and quantum characteristics</td>
<td>High intrinsic toxicity, biological clearance issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quantum dots</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nanoshells</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Iron oxides</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer membrane vesicle</td>
<td>Bacterial origin</td>
<td>Targeted delivery of encapsulated protein therapeutics, immune modulation</td>
<td>Simplified inexpensive production, scalable, stable, limited clearance issues</td>
<td>Potentially immunogenic; very early stages of development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
molecules and functional groups that cannot be produced by bacteria that are very useful for many therapeutic applications, such as chemotherapeutic agents. There are however, both post-production methods and molecular biology techniques that allow for incorporation of such functional groups into OMVs. A post-production method for internalizing a chemotherapeutic within the produced and purified OMV can be accomplished by utilizing transmembrane pH gradients to drive internalization; a similar method is used in the loading of doxorubicin into liposomes. Additionally, utilizing a molecular biology approach one could take advantage of the small peptide sequences present on the exterior surface of OMVs to incorporate bioorthogonal labeling targets, unnatural amino acids for ‘click’ chemistry and biotinylation sequences offering many avenues for functionalization of the exterior of OMVs with a plethora of peptides, proteins and chemical groups. This conjugation technique also allows for development of advanced therapeutics that can include selectively hydrolyzable linkers for prodrug delivery. While functionalization of nanoparticle therapeutics is not novel, utilizing a single system for manufacture, loading and targeting is something that cannot readily be achieved by any other nanoparticle system. Bacterial OMVs can therefore exhibit nearly all of the desired properties of the ideal nanoparticle-based therapeutic while eliminating many labor- and cost-intensive synthetic and purification techniques typically associated with developing complex multifunctional therapeutic nanoparticles.

Conclusion

There are many potential benefits associated with bacterial production of OMVs for therapeutic use that include significantly simplified assembly without compromising overall functional capabilities, when compared with the other nanoparticle classes. Unlike other nanoparticle formulations, the bacteria themselves synthesize the lipids, produce the targeting ligands displayed on the outer surface of the vesicle, and express and package the recombinant proteins encapsulated within the vesicles to potentially greatly reduce the cost and complexity of production. For this reason a single round of purification of the final product can be carried out rather than producing and purifying each individual component and then purifying the final combined nanoparticle therapeutic, as is the case when utilizing traditional liposome-based nanoparticles. Similar to liposomes, bacterial OMVs can be utilized in both active and passive targeting applications and are amenable to multidrug delivery of nearly any combination of hydrophilic, hydrophobic or protein-based therapeutic agents. Due to their protein, lipid and polysaccharide composition there will likely be limited issues regarding OMV biocompatibility or biological clearance post delivery. Bacterial-based synthesis also has the added benefits of being easily scalable allowing for flexible production capabilities and reduced batch-to-batch variations due to large culture sizes.

This system also allows for enhanced enzyme and protein packaging control that can be achieved through known stoichiometry-based on mutant selection and the expression system that is utilized. Once the bacterial vesicle platform is established, incorporating various proteins and enzymes can be ‘plug-and-play’ while purification and production can remain relatively unchanged. This is often not the case when producing variations to nanoparticle formulations as each component change has a complex and often unforeseeable impact on the nanoparticle formation process. The use of bacterial OMVs as therapeutic agents is a long-term goal for the advanced treatment of disease as they offer many benefits over current nanoparticle formulations. These impressive bacteria possess all of the necessary components to produce exceptionally complex therapeutics at potentially greatly reduced production and purification cost.

Future perspective

Like all nanoparticle therapeutics, bacterial OMVs do not possess every characteristic of an ideal nanoparticle yet they hit many of the primary requirements making them an extremely promising drug delivery vehicle that is worth further development. Since OMV utilization is in its infancy there are many drug delivery parameters that have yet to be fully characterized such as PK, PD, circulation time, clearance, cellular uptake, immunogenicity, in vivo stability, shelf life and primary clinical targets for initial implementation. One of the only studies, to date, investigating in vivo OMV biodistribution and immune activation in immunodeficient mice was carried out by injecting nontargeted, unmodified OMVs, purified from E. coli, and demonstrated accumulation of the nanoparticles in the liver and resulted in a tolerable systemic immune activation [73]. We anticipate that many more of these studies will be carried out utilizing targeted OMVs that possess various mutations to modulate immune activation and drive accumulation of the nanoparticles to diseased sites similar to the study carried out by Gujrati et al. which used HER2-targeted OMVs in immunodeficient mice [63]. Developing a catalog of the bacterial protein modifications necessary to create stealth, targeted OMVs and the mutations necessary
to drive protein packaging will be the primary areas of study moving forward. While the cellular uptake rates, intracellular stability and degradation pathways for OMVs have not yet been thoroughly determined, we anticipate that these parameters will be very similar to current therapeutic liposomes and will depend heavily upon the targeted cell-surface receptor unique to each therapeutic application. Extensive preclinical research still remains necessary prior to bringing bacterial OMVs into the clinic yet there is promising evidence that through modifications to the OMV LPS and targeting ligands that the PK and PD of the OMV nanoparticles can be tightly regulated to allow for favorable drug release kinetics, controlled immune activation and enhanced local delivery of therapeutic agents.
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